Directions for searching the Convair/Ryan collections on Archive.org

2) Enter the search term/name/subject you are looking for in the box that says “Search this Collection” then tick the Text contents circle. Hit return. You can use “quotes” to limit results. *Do not use other special characters such as periods when searching, as they hamper the effectiveness of the search.

3) The items that have that search term will then appear:
4) If you want to search just Convairieties, click on “Convairiety” under Topics and Subjects and the results will be filtered.

5) Click on the item you want to inspect, and the page that that text is on will automatically open. If there are more than one entries in that item, you can click on the blue bubble to advance to the next entry:
6) The text will be highlighted in purple, but you might need to use the zoom-in function to get a better look at it. You can also hover over the blue pin to see the results: